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easy music arranging

Amongst  the  myths,  legends
and  stories  associated  with
Christmas  is  one  about  a
young  boy  who,  as  well  as
the  angels,  shepherds  and
wise  men  who  brought  gifts
from  the  East,  also  witnessed
the  birth  of  Jesus  Christ.

The  story  tells  us  that  he  was  a
drummer  boy,  who  carried  with
him  a  great  truth  and  a  deep
message.    When  all  the  others
had  left  the  little  drummer  boy
stood  alone  and unnoticed  in
the  stable...

Disappointed at not having brought a gift and, not
knowing what to do next, the young boy began to play
his drum, soft at first and then louder.  The legend has
it that the baby Jesus turned his head towards the
drummer boy and smiled; the first response to any gift
presented to him on this special day.  The drummer
boy was no longer sad because he believed that he
had presented Baby Jesus with the greatest gift of all;
the gift of love.

The song, originally known as ‘The Carol of the Drum’ was
written by American composer Katherine Kennicott Davis
in 1941 and was first recorded in 1951 by the Austrian
Trapp Family Singers (of ‘The Sound of Music’ fame). 

Select style and tempo and OTS

I was looking for an accompaniment style that featured
a strong drum part, played in the military style, when I
came across the wonderful ‘Blockbuster’ style in
Tyros5’s Movie&Show category.  It’s just about perfect -
except that its default tempo is not much over half the
120 bpm tempo indicated in the written Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement of The Little Drummer Boy.

That’s easily remedied, however... not by speeding up
the tempo as you might expect, but by slowing it down
still further to 60 bpm (beats per minute).  With the
rhythm running at exactly half the speed of your
performance you end up playing two bars of the written
music for each one bar of the accompaniment style.

The hardest part in the whole exercise, therefore, is
going to be counting the beats at the right speed.
Don’t worry, it’s not hard once you get the hang of it.  In
fact you’ll probably find that it comes quite naturally.

Don’t forget that you can get a free copy of my
performance to use as a template by emailing me at
glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with ‘Drummer Boy’ in the
subject line.

Registration Settings

Instead of the standard One Touch Settings I’ve
decided to make three registrations specially for this
piece.  Each registration only consists of one voice so
they shouldn’t take ages to put together.

Regist. 1
Right 1 Classical Flute (Volume 100)
Right 2 Off
Right 3 Off
Left Off
Style Blockbuster - Main A selected. (Volume 100)
Tempo 60 bpm
Harmony On (Standard Duet)

In this series Glyn Madden offers easy to follow, easy to play,
arranger workshops based on song arrangements published 
in the ‘Easy Keyboard Library’. 

15. The Little Drummer Boy  (EKL - Christmas Songs)

Fig.1
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So that the harmony sounds right press 
DIRECT ACCESS followed by the HARMONY
button and set the controls as illustrated in 
fig.1.
I’m also making a few other slight ‘tweaks’
to the sound as follows...

+1 
Setting the UPPER
OCTAVE at +1 raises all
the right-hand voices an
octave in pitch and gives
the flute voice a soft,
slightly breathy,
Fife/Piccolo quality.

Reverb Real Large Hall 44 (Right 1)
Adding more reverb to a sound makes the
instrument appear to be playing in a larger
space, such as a big hall or maybe, if 
outdoors, in the distance.
Reverb settings and levels are managed in
the EFFECT page of the keyboard’s 
MIXING CONSOLE.  Press the MIXING
CONSOLE (MIXER) button and select the 
EFFECT tab at the top of the screen. 
Highlight the row of knobs labelled 
REVERB and, using the buttons under the 
screen, increase the reverb level for the 
RIGHT 1 voice part (Classical Flute) to 44.

The volume of an individual part of the 
accompaniment style can also be altered 
in the MIXING CONSOLE (MIXER).
First, select the VOL/VOICE tab at the top 
of the screen.  Then press the MIXER / 
MIXING CONSOLE button repeatedly until 
the page heading shows MIXING

CONSOLE (STYLE).  Fig.3 shows the page
as it appears on Tyros5; other keyboards 
and Clavinovas will be very similar. 

Highlight the VOLUME row and, using the 
buttons under the screen, increase the 
volume level for the RHY2 style part to 110.

Final Just before saving the registration I press 
Touches INTRO 2 so that it lights up.  The MAIN 

VARIATION A button should be flashing at 
this point.  

Then press the MEMORY button and, after
checking that all the appropriate parts of 
the registration you want to save are 
marked with a tick, press the REGIST 1 
button to save the setting.

Regist. 2
I’m using Regist. 1 as a starting point for Registration 2,
so the first thing to do is select the REGIST 1 button...
then press MEMORY followed by the REGIST 2 button
to save the same setting to Registration 2.  
Having done that, select REGIST 2 and make the
following changes. 
Right 1 Off
Right 2 OrchHornsFast - Brass Category 

(Volume 105)
Right 3 Off
Left Off
Style Blockbuster - Intro 2 and Main D selected. 

(Volume 110)
Tempo 60 bpm
Harmony On (Standard Duet)
Upper 0  (Return the setting to normal)  
Octave
Reverb Real Large Hall 60 (Right 2)
Rhythm 2 120
Volume
Final Before saving the registration I press 
Touches INTRO 2 so that it lights up.  The MAIN 

VARIATION D button should be flashing at 
this point.  

Upper 
Octave

Fig.2

Rhythm 2 110
Volume

Fig.3
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Then press the MEMORY button followed 
by the REGIST 2 button to save the setting
to Registration 2.

Regist. 3
As before I’m using Regist. 1 as the starting point for
the new registration, so I start by selecting the REGIST 1
button... then I press MEMORY followed by the REGIST 3
button to save the same setting to Registration 3.  
Having done that, select REGIST 3 and make the
following changes.
Right 1 Classical Flute (Volume 100)
Right 2 Off
Right 3 Off
Left Off
Style Blockbuster - Main B selected. (Volume 110)
Tempo 60 bpm
Harmony On (Standard Duet)
Upper +1  (as Registration 1)  
Octave
Reverb Real Large Hall 90 (Right 1)
Rhythm 2 58
Volume
Rhythm 2 110
Volume

Highlight the VOLUME row and, using the 
buttons under the screen, reduce the 
volume levels of the BASS, CHD1, CHD2, 
PAD, PHR1 and PHR2 parts to 0.

Final Save this registration to REGIST. 3
Touches

Start to work through the arrangement

With all three registrations in place, press REGIST. 1 to
set up the keyboard for the start of the arrangement.  

The Easy Keyboard Library arrangement has a written
four-bar introduction.  I’ve decided to replace this with
a simple drum intro that tries to give the impression of

the drummer boy(s) coming closer.  

To do this I press the FADE IN/OUT
button on the panel. The INTRO 2
button should be lit - with the MAIN
VARIATION button flashing.

When I press the accompaniment
START/STOP button the drums
should gradually fade in.  Don’t play
any chords with your left hand at this
point so that the drums play alone -
with no other accompaniment parts.   

Bar  5  lyric:  “Come,  they  told  me...”

A roll on the snare drum indicates that the intro is
drawing to a close and, as it does so, the style switches
to the MAIN A variation.  It’s time for us to play.   
Even though I’ve raised the UPPER OCTAVE setting in
Registration 1 I’m still going to play the melody an
octave higher up the keyboard than written.  This is to
make the notes sound at the pitch associated with the
fife/piccolo. 
The chords are very simple so you should have no
trouble here.  Straight-forward chords C, F and G are
ideal and, because of the simple ‘pipe and drum’ style
of the arrangement, there’s no need to introduce
‘clever’ harmonies because they’ll probably be counter
to the image we’re trying to create.
If you play the melody as written in the EKL music book
arrangement the DUET harmony feature should
automatically add a second flute note below the
principal melody note - giving the impression of two
flutes playing together.

Bar  27  lyric:  “when  we  come...”

As we reach bar 27 the Easy Keyboard Library
arrangement rounds off with a written ending.  I
thought it would be nice to go round again, this time
building the volume and filling out the accompaniment.

I decided to use the INTRO 2 again, but this time to
create a ‘bridge’ between the end of the first and the
beginning of the second time through the arrangement.

On the word “come” (bar 27) the left-hand chord is C
major.  Hold this for a few beats and then, ignoring the
written ending, press REGIST. 2.  This, providing you’ve
set the registration correctly, will start up the INTRO 2
which will lead naturally back to the beginning of the tune.

As the intro reaches its end start to play the song again
from bar 5 (ignoring the written intro as before).  Also,
as before, play the melody an octave higher than
written.  The DUET harmony feature will add a second
note below the melody and if you don’t play higher up
the keyboard to accommodate the second note the
whole thing will start to sound/feel very ‘muddy’.  

easy music arranging

All other 0 
style part 
volumes

Fig.4
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Piano Diary (Yamaha
Corporation)
Free App for IPhone/iPad
based on Core MIDI

After reading Lorraine Collier’s review of the
‘Simply Piano’ app in our October edition I asked
her if she’d like to contribute something on a
regular basis.  Today Lorraine downloaded an
app by Yamaha Corporation called ‘Piano Diary’...

If you want to record yourself practising or performing
piano music on your keyboard, keep a record of how
long you've practised, how many notes you've played
or play a duet with yourself this App might be for you.

It connects via Wifi to your Yamaha piano and you can:

* Record yourself playing and store the data.

* Playback the recording through your keyboard and 
play a duet with yourself if you want to. 

* Set yourself a practice target.  

* Review progress in the diary and on the graph daily,
weekly or monthly.

* Share your playing on social media. 

* Log in as a guest or create a profile and, if you want
to, compare your practice time with others who are 
also using Yamaha's 'Piano Diary' App.

If you're out and about without your piano and want to
listen to your playing, the App uses synthesiser
software to play it back to you. 

The  best  feature?
You can record your playing, add your photos as a
slide show, and upload it to You Tube, Twitter or
Facebook to share as a video with your family and
friends. 

The  downside?
It’s designed as a ‘piano’ diary - so whilst it works well
with digital pianos it’s not designed to record the
accompaniment styles and/or registrations of
instruments such as Tyros. 

Compatible with all MIDI capable instruments

The French Horns combined with the ‘D’ style variation
to produce a very regal sound - so don’t be afraid to
strike the keys positively and bring out the brassiness of
the horn voicing. Play right through the piece for the
second time until you reach bar 27 again.

Bar  27  lyric:  “when  we  come...”

Linger for a while on the C major chord at the word
‘come’ in bar 27... then switch to REGIST. 3 and return
to bar 5 to play the piece for a third time.

You’ll notice now that when you play the chords with
your left hand the accompaniment doesn’t sound.  All
you can hear is the beat of the drums (which now have
more echo/reverb than before).  It’s important to play
the left-hand chords though because it is the chords
that provide the HARMONY feature with the correct
note(s) to assign to the automatic harmony being
added to the melody voice.

Play through the piece until you feel the pipers should
start to move off and fade away.  I pressed the FADE
IN/OUT button at bar 23 and let the pipes and drums
fade into the distance.   

An mp3 audio file is available.

As always I’ll create an mp3 audio file for those who want
to hear my finished version.  Just send me an email to
glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with a request for ‘Drummer
Boy’.  If you own a Tyros5 you can also have the
registration settings I created for this workshop...  just
ask.  I’m afraid these won’t be much use to owners of
other models but I only have a Tyros5 here to work with.

Piano Diary
Yamaha Corporation


